Custom Workstations
All our workstation styles come with standard locking doors, locking access panel, floor hole for cable pass, ventilation as needed, notched toe
for air intake, and 4” locking swivel carpet casters. Custom workstations can be specified a variety of ways. Designs can include space for racked
equipment, overhanging tops for ample surface space, pullout shelves and drawers for storage, or height adjust for user versatility. They can also
be designed to meet ADA requirements. Choose from any of our 23 stock wood veneer finishes, any laminate, or custom color or wood match
to new or existing architecture.

MWSR-25 White Laminate
Reference MFI #24113™
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MWSP-30 Gunmetal Laminate
This highly customized workstation has a
miter folded frame with clean lines for a
modern feel. A Chroma panel on standoffs with security caps is removable to
service the rack inside. Dual hidden drop
leaf shelves add additional work space.
Reference MFI #84213™
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Retail Pricing starts at $5,150
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MWSP-32 Brown Walnut
Designed for wheelchair accessibility, this
workstation includes height adjust for
seated to standing position. The surface
pulls open to sit over a user’s lap while
the components are within proper ADA
ranges. A hidden lock rear access panel
secures the rack.
Reference MFI #12192™

MWSP-45 Custom Rift White Oak
This dual bay workstation was designed
for laptops and monitors to sit on top. It
has 14RU front and rear rack rail in one
bay and additional shelving in the other.
A locking rear access panel allows for
service.
Reference MFI #60792™
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MWSP-25 Classic Cherry
Simple and custom, this piece was
designed for a small space and intended
for high mobility. Locking pocket doors
secure the equipment inside while the rear
access panel on the front allows for quick
service.
Reference MFI #79803™

Custom Workstations
Classic Style
Shallow Reveal Workstations
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MWSCS-37 Classic Cherry
Designed
for
ADA
wheelchair
accessibility, this workstation also includes
height adjust for varying standing
positions. Front and rear rack is secured
behind locking doors while a side pullout
shelf provides additional work space.
Reference MFI #26803™

Pricing starts at $13,100

Radius Classic Style
Workstations

Retail Pricing starts at $7,250
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Frame & Panel Style Workstations
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MWC-51 Natural Maple
This workstation includes solid wood
fluted corners and height adjust. The
surface of this workstation was left clean
with minimal AV cutouts. The body
below includes dual bays of front and rear
rack and a drop-front document camera
drawer that pulls out to the side.
Reference MFI #70013™

MWSRCL-25 Valencia Teak Laminate
This compact workstation features an
Ergotron arm and power dome for
connectivity. Two side shelves were added
while a locking pocket door secures the
rack rail inside. The black lock in the
locking rear access panel is disguised by
the black reveal.
Reference MFI #57182™

Flat Panel Style Workstations

Round Collaboration Style Workstations

MWSFP-25 Custom Rift Cut White Oak
This Flat Panel Style workstation was custom designed to
match the millwork and finish in a courtroom. The sides
open for additional surface space and a hidden lock access
panel is included to service internal equipment.
Reference MFI #97812™

MWCY-32 Custom Cherry
Custom stained to match the room, this workstation has
an overhanging top with pop up cutout. A fully loaded
rack box can be pulled out for service.
Reference MFI #67372™

Pricing starts at $11,000

Pricing starts at $13,600
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Retail Pricing starts at $8,800
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MWSR-25 Chalk White Laminate
Designed for a contemporary space, this
Radius Style workstation is compact and
mobile. A full front rear access panel with
soft radius corners provides service to the
fully loaded rack system. Also specified
was a keyboard pullout shelf and fixed
document camera shelf.
Reference MFI #24113™

Column Style Workstations

Retail Pricing starts at $5,750
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Retail Pricing starts at $6,750
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Radius Style Workstations
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MWSFRP-32 Custom Cherry
Designed for ADA accessibility, a pullout surface was
carefully designed to allow a person in a wheelchair to
properly reach all components.
Reference MFI #58962™
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